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Abstract
Acommonmethod to assess the performance of (super resolution)microscopes is to use the
localization precision of emitters as an estimate for the achieved resolution. Naturally, this is widely
used in super resolutionmethods based on singlemolecule stochastic switching. This concept suffers
from the fact that it is hard to calibratemeasures against a real sample (a phantom), because true
absolute positions of emitters are almost always unknown. For this reason, resolution estimates are
potentially biased in an image since one is blind to true position accuracy, i.e. deviation in position
measurement from true positions.We have solved this issue by imaging nanorods fabricatedwith
DNA-origami. The nanorods used are designed to have emitters attached at each end in awell-defined
and highly conserved distance. These structures are widely used to gauge localization precision.Here,
we additionally determined the true achievable localization accuracy and compared thisfigure of
merit to localization precision values for two common super resolutionmicroscopemethods STED
and STORM.

Introduction

Most resolution criteria (Rayleigh [1], Sparrow [2], Houston [3]) used today are a variation of a common
scientific approach: they try to define aminimumdistance d for which the sumof the diffraction patterns of two
point objects are imaged like two individual objects instead of just one. This type of arbitrary resolution criterion
additionally disregards noise of any kind [4]. Noise due to photon statistics is inherent influorescence imaging
and inevitably adds some level of uncertainty; additionally detector noise or sensitivity aswell as fluorescent
background from the sample are examples of noise sources that can further spoil the separation of two point
emitters, or worse feign resolutionwhere there should be none [5].

Authors reporting on super resolutionmicroscopy (SRM)methods based on stochastic singlemolecule
emitter switching have traditionally used a totally different resolutionmeasure: the precisionwithwhich the
position of a single emitter can be estimated. Prominent representatives of stochastic switching nanoscopy are
stochastic optical reconstructionmicroscopy (STORM) [6], and photoactivated localizationmicroscopy [7], and
similar additional variants [8]. Thesemethods all work in principle by shutting downmost emitters in a random
fashion, such that the remaining emitters are essentially single entities that can be individually localized. By
repeating this process with a different subset of emitters, a full super resolution image can be synthetically
assembled aftermathematically fitting all detected events (i.e. extracting individual coordinates and precision
values).
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In general terms, nothing speaks against using position precision of single emitters as resolutionmeasure for
all type ofmicroscopy techniques, including nanoscopymethods based on targeted switching, such as
stimulated emission depletionmicroscopy (STED [9]), reversible saturable optical fluorescent transitions [10],
ground state depletion [11] and structured illuminationmicroscopy [12]. Targeted switching nanoscopy in
essence does not shut off emitters in a random fashion, but instead separates emitters (single or few)within
certainwell-defined regions that aremoved across the sample, in order to render a super resolved image.

To allow for trustful resolution criteria to be estimated by localization precision one however needs awell-
defined phantom. In other words, for allmicroscopy techniques, the problem in claiming an absolute resolving
power lies in testing howwell a recorded image truly resembles the specimen. Localization precisionmerely
measures the deviation of the estimated positionwhen the same emitter pattern is imagedmany timeswith
different realizations of noise. Thismeans that the figure ofmerit for resolution (i.e. a precision estimate) is just a
measure of repeatability. Localization precision is not necessarily the same as localization accuracy, which
denotes the deviation from the true position of the emitters in the sample [13, 14]. In particular stochastic
switchingmethods are known to stray systematically from the true value due to effects ofmolecular dipole
orientation, for example [15–17]. They are by their parallel nature alsomore susceptible to sample drift than
microscopy based on targetedmethods. Additional sources for bias are e,g. detector noise and background signal
[14]. As a result, repeatedmeasurements on the samefixed dipole (or an estimation of the deviation using
statisticalmethods on a singlemeasurement)may indicate high precision but in fact hide poor accuracy.

Unfortunately, accuracy is experimentally hard to determine from a recorded image, as it requires an a priori
knowledge of the sample. In order to get an accuratefix on true positions, onewould need a highly repeatable
sample (i.e. a phantom)with awell-known structure and several reference points that can be exactly pinpointed.
The estimated imaged position of the emitters can then be related to the true position established by the
reference points and the quality of the estimation (i.e. the localization accuracy) can beworked out. Presently,
biological test samples in use are for instance actinfilaments [18] ormicrotubule [19], since there is at least some
degree of a priori knowledge about those structures. Yet, these cytoskeletal structures are far frombeing ideal test
samples in a sense that absolute position accuracy is hard to infer from the structures asfluorescence labeling and
biological variability can introduce structural variances.

In contrast, DNA-origami offers away tomanufacture structures on the required length scale with high
confidence and repeatability. Actually, the use of the systemhas already been demonstrated as amolecular ruler
forfluorescencemicroscopy [20–22]. There, the authors have both looked at the localization precision of single
spots aswell as the distance between double-emitters. However, variation of the distance betweenmultiple
nanorods has not been, to our knowledge, used to extract the true localization accuracy or for a comparison of
nanoscopicmeasurements. Also, for the first timewe report on localization accuracy for STED.

Here, we showhow tomake use ofDNA-origami, and in particular its repeatability, in order to report
localization accuracy instead of just precisionmeasures. By imaging a simpleDNA-origami systemwith
fluorophores attached to it, an estimate of true resolution in terms of localization accuracy is generated. This
allows better comparison of nanoscopymethods aswell as the generation ofmore unbiased claims of resolving
powers. By varying thefluorophores and the specifics of the sample preparation (embeddingmedium, etc), this
approach can be used to characterize the faithfulness for virtually any type offluorescentmicroscopy technique.

Results

Our goal is to estimate the localization accuracy of 2D fluorophore positions using a simplewell-characterized
nanoscale test specimen for two of themost popular SRMmethods, STORMand STED. The simplest such
sample consist of two point-like emitters separated by a robustly resolvable, highly conserved and uniform
distance. For creating such a samplewe chose to useDNA-origami to fabricate 140 nm long nanorods, whose
design (figures 1, S1 is available online at stacks.iop.org/NJP/19/025013/mmedia), apart frombeing one of the
simplest approaches of defining two positions with a smallest amount ofmaterial used, provided a stiff scaffold
for the attachedfluorophores, reducing the contribution of the sample to the variability of themeasured
localization accuracy [22]. To provide a sample suitable for both SRM techniques in terms of signal strength and
resolvability we designed the nanorods to have twelve–twelve designated single-strandedDNAbinding sites
spaced approximately 100 nmapart along the rod, wherewe selectively attachedAlexaFluor488- or CAGE 552-
modified complementary oligonucleotides, giving us nanorodswith two points of emitters separated by
approximately 100 nm (figures 1(A), (B)). AlthoughDNAorigami’s applicability to produce a robust platform
for such applications have already been established [20–22], we characterized the nanorods in order to have an
estimate of the extent of the sample’s contribution to the variance of localization accuracy bymeasuring the two
potential,main sources of variance originating from the sample: the variance of the distance between binding
sites caused by distortion of the structure and by the sub-optimal incorporation of anchoring oligos (figure S3).
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Weestimated the contribution of the rod’s distortion to the variance of distance bymeasuring the longitudinal
length distribution of theDNA-origami structures on negative-stained transmission electronmicroscopy
(TEM)micrographs (figures 1(C), S5), as it has shown to be a faithful representation of the designed and solution
phase dimensions ofDNAnanostructures following the same design paradigm as our nanorods byworks of
other groups [23–27] and by our comparativemeasurements using Cryo-EM (figure S2). As expected, the rods’
measured average length of 141.596 nm closelymatched the designed length of 140. 365 nmwith the relatively
small variance of 16. 638 nm2 (figure S3(A)).Wemeasured the variability originating from the incomplete
incorporation offluorophores to be even smaller, as with themeasured 96.057%occupancywe estimated the
distance variance to be 0.0521 nm2 (figure S3(B)). Because of the high homogeneity and precisionDNA-origami
provides themagnitude of the variances originating from the sample, as discussed before, aremuch lower than
one observes in biological samples. This along the fact that the effect of themeasured variances would contribute
uniformly to themeasurements with bothmethods, and that theywerewell below the resolution limit of the
probed SRM techniques convinced us that ourDNA-based structures provide a suitable sample to be used as a
reference to compare localization accuracy.

For each nanorod, we estimated the position of the individual emitters at both ends, using amaximum-
likehood estimation for STEDor centroid estimation on localized clusters for STORMdata. ForNnanorods this
gives us a set of positions = ¼( )x y j N, , 1 .j j These are samples of normal distributed randomvariables

N~ * S( )X x ,j j and N~ *S( )Y y ,j j
with a covariancematrixS,whichwe assume to be diagonal with equal

elements s along the diagonal. The *xj and *yj
are the unknown true positions of each emitter. Now, onewould

be tempted to estimate the position accuracy using the variance (or standard deviation) of the localization of a
single emitter, as it is usually done [28]. However, this is a biased estimator since the position of an emitter in the
imagemay be shiftedwith respect to its true position in object space [15–17].We instead choose to use the
distancemeasure = - D X Y between two imaged emitters, which has the following advantages: first, we
can average over a large number of equally spaced samples from the same population (the position of two
emitters is never the same, but the distance is highly conserved) and second, wemay use one emitter of each
nanorod as a reference point to the other emitter. Simply put, the first emitter defines a coordinate origin for
measuring the position of the second emitter and vice versa.

In general, the variance of the distance is = + -( ) ( ) ( ) ( )D X Y X YVar Var Var Cov , , but for distances
larger than the resolution, we assume that the two localizations are independently resolved and =( )X YCov , 0.
Furthermore, we expect the variances for both labeled positions to be the same on average and thus approximate

=( ) ( )X DVar Var 2.With this, we can estimate localizability by estimating the variance of the distance and
dividing by two. Importantly, since D captures any apparent position shifts due to e.g. dipole orientation, we
expect =( ) ( )X DVar Var 2. to be an unbiased estimator reporting on the variance of localizationwith respect
to the true position in object space, i.e. localization accuracy.

In order to confirm this, we conductedMonte Carlo simulations by artificially generating a large number of
images of two-point emitters at specified distances d, estimating their positions from the images [29] and then
estimating s = ( )DVar 2d from the distances = - d x y .j j j Thiswas compared to the biased position

variance ss from single emitters obtained by simply taking the localization precision of each emitter position [8].

Figure 1.Nanorods fabricated usingDNA-origami. (A)Computer rendering of theDNA-origami nanorodwith 12-12 addressable
labeling-sites at approximately 100 nmdistance. (B) 2% agarose gel runwith a 1 kbDNA ladder (i), (vi), scaffold ssDNA (ii), empty
origami nanorod (iii), 100 nmorigami nanorod (iv) and 100 nmorigami nanorod labeledwithAlexaFluor488 imaging-oligo (v)
stainedwith ethidiumbromide and imagedwithUV- (a) and 489 nm illumination (b). (C) Field-of-view electronmicroscopy
micrograph of origami nanorods (scale bar 100 nm).
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Wealso compared this to the usual position estimator [28] given by s P,2 i.e. the Cramér–Rao lower bound
(CRLB) for estimation of a single emitter under Poisson noise.Here, s is the standard deviation of thewidth of
theGaussian point spread function (PSF) andP is the average number offluorescent photons collected fromone
emitter.

Figure 2 shows the simulation results for the estimated localizability forDNAnanorods imagedwith a
Gaussian PSFwith standard deviation s, i.e. FWHM =f s2 2 ln 2 .The expected number of detected photons
from each emitter was set to 100. At this point we have not yet introduced any position bias, i.e. the images of
single emitters are not shiftedwith respect to the true position [15–17]. Also, we have not restricted our analysis
to a specificmicroscopymethod yet. For d s2 , sd is only slightly above theCRLB, confirming that sd can be
faithfully taken to estimate the position precision. ss is close to the theoretical bound, too, showing that the
accuracy estimated from a single emitter is correct for the case of unbiased positionswith large separation. As d
approaches 2s, sd and ss are expected to increase as we are not working in the single emitter regime anymore and
the position estimations start tomutually affect each other.However, for s ,d this bias increase is less steep and
less influential for the localization (see figure 2(A)). Conveniently, this prevents us fromhaving to use very long
nanorods to test for example confocal or widefieldmicroscopes, where large nanoscaleDNA structuresmight
lead to an increased spread in emitter separations. For nanorods longer than 200 nm the variance originating
from the sample is becoming amore significant factor as at these lengths curling and bending of the structure are
harder to avoid, as we have also observed (see figure S4), leading to an associated significantly higher variance of
true emitter distance [22].

Next, we establish that themutual distance precision sd indeed reports on position bias. To this end, we
assume that position bias is normally distributed andwe repeat our simulationswith the position of each emitter
image shifted by a randomvector sampled from anormal distributionwith variance s ,bias whichmight in a real
sample be caused by drift orfixed transition dipoles, for example. Since the variance of the sumof two
independent normally distributed variables is the sumof the individual variances, the correct position accuracy
is s+s P .2

bias The comparisons are shown infigure 2(B). Herewe used d=2.5s to stay just in the single
emitter regime. As expected, the traditional estimator ss only incorporates deviations due to noise and thus fails
to capture the true position accuracy. In contrast, our estimator based on distance sd correctly reports position
accuracy, even under conditionswith high readout noise (see figure 2(C)). Please note that infigures 2(B), (C), ss

is taken in the usual way formethods using stochastic singlemolecule switching, i.e. sequentially. Thus, ss is not
influenced by the other emitter, in contrast tofigure 2(A).

Next, we applied ourmethod to two commonnanoscopemethods, namely STED and STORM.To this end,
we usedDNA-origami nanorodswith two groups of point-emitters attached, seperated by approximately
100 nm (figure 1). Figures 3(A) and (B) shows representative fluorescence nanoscopy images and figures S6–7
shows raw overview images of the imaged nanorods for eachmicroscopymethod, which allows a visual
inspection of the nanoscale structures. From the images, the localization accuracy for sd is then deduced. The
claimed and expected resolution for the singlemolecule stochastical STORM imagewould normally be taken
from its generated precision histogram (see figure 3(D)), which has amode of 8 nmor 64 nm2 localization
precision. This is an exceptional value that is a result of the high number of photons recordable from the caged
dye. Yet, this figure does not testify on the correlation between recorded image and specimen ex ante and on top,
the precision distribution is skewedwith a long tail towards poorer localization precision. Only the distance
measurements reveal with confidence that the localization accuracy is indeed in this range, namely 70.2 nm2

Figure 2. Simulations of position accuracy estimation using distance. (A)Position accuracy sd estimated using the distance variance
between two emitters separated by various distances d. For d down to∼2.5s, sd yields accurate position precision in accordancewith
the single emitter precision ss for large d.Also, our estimates come close to the theoretical lower bound for position precision in the
applicable distance ranges. (B) sd accurately reproduces position bias sbias for total variances lower than the emitter separation. In
contrast, ss only captures position variance due to noise. (C)With high read-out noise levels of∼10%of the peak intensity (∼10
counts), sd still produces correct results. For all simulations, we tested 1000 images, P=100, pixel size=s/2. In (b), (c) d=2.5s.
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(figure 3(D)). The localization accuracy for STED (s = 62.5d nm2) is found to be slightly better andmoreover
accurately complies withwhat onewould expect using the FWHM =( )f 54.6 nm and the number of photons

(P=8.4) estimated from the STED-images together with the equation = 64.0s

P

2

nm2. The underlying reason

for localization precision and localization accuracy being similar ismost likely that STED is known to show little
position bias caused by fluorophore orientation [15] and, additionally, since read-out is spatially and temporally
correlated, STED is locally not very susceptible to sample drift. For STORM, the similarity between the values
shows that we have successfully reduced drift and that we have dipoles that are rotationally diffusing.We note
thatwhile the distance estimatedwith STED (104.1 nm) comes very close to the designed distance (105.5 nm),
STORMwith an estimation of 98.5 nm seems to slightly underestimate it.We attribute this to thewell known,
minimizable but not entirely avoidable, phenomena that is inherent to localization-based imaging techniques,
namely the occurrence of simultaneousmulti-molecular emission events. In the case of our nanorods, this can
mistakenly result in single localizationswith a position closer to themiddle of the rod, leading to a shrinking of
the overallmeasured distance [30].

Discussion

In this work, we show that true localization accuracy in fluorescencemicroscopy can be determined from
measurement of the distance variation of a sample containing pairs of emitters at an accurate and repeatable
separation. In particular, super resolutionmethods based on stochastic switching are sensitive to position bias,
predominantly caused by changes due to drift and fluorophore orientation [14, 30].We carefully note that while
our data shows little such effects, we can safely conclude this only from localization accuracymeasurements via
the emitter distance, as the very same effects precisely do notmanifest themselves in the localization precision
(figures 2(B), (C)).

Figure 3.Position accuracy estimation for various super resolution techniques. (A), (B)Representative images of nanorods with
emitters at∼100 nm separation imagedwith (A) STORMand (B) STED.Note that the position of each emitter in (A) is the average
position of amultitude of localizations. (C)Comparison of distance distributions for STORM (left) and STED (right). STORM
underestimates the designed distance of 105.5 nmby a small amount, while the distance estimatedwith STED falls close to it (also see
S8). (D)Measured position accuracy and precision for STORMand STED.We show the accuracy (blue) as estimated by

=( ) ( )X DVar Var 2.Green bars indicate the localization precision. Bars labeled ‘calculated’were determined from the estimated
FWHMs and numbers of photons. Additionally, the bar labeled ‘reported’ is given as the distribution of the precision as reported by
the Zeiss STORM software, i.e. including precision degeneration due to background. See figure S8 formore information.
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The fact that STED shows approximately the same accuracy comes not as a surprise when considering that
2D-STEDon a single emitter results in roughly four times less signal in total for a FWHMdecrease by a factor of
two. These ‘low-resolution’ photons are carved away in the outer parts by the STED-donut as the area of effective
fluorescence shrinks quadratically with decreasingwidth. (Note thatwe assume peak height to remain the same.)
These effects counter-act in the equation ,s

P

2

resulting in a localization accuracy for a single emitter that is

approximately equal for STORMand STED.
With our fluorescently labeledDNA-origami structures, localization accuracy can be unambiguously

measured. These nanostructures can be incorporated in specimens asfiducialmarkers and performance probes.
If needed, the accuracy achievable with a particular labeling strategy can bemeasured by replicating the same
situation on the nanorods, i.e. by attaching conjugated antibodies orfluorescent proteins to theDNA structure
[31]. For gauging 3D resolution, nanopillars [32] could be used inmuch the sameway.

Finally, wewould like to point out that localization accuracy should not be confusedwith resolution. For
stochastic switchingmethods, the degree of correlation between specimen and image not only depends on
localization accuracy; for example, on/off times of thefluorophores have to be carefully balanced in order to
guarantee sparsity of emitters in each frame asmuch as possible.With targeted switchingmethods,most
specimen of interest will contain dense emitter clusters that inherently cannot be resolved to the single emitter
limit if they are closer than thewidth of the PSF.Nonetheless, because localization accuracy reports not only on
PSF-size, but also on the photon levels at which it can be achieved, it gives a better idea than PSF-size alone. In
order to obtain a full picture of the achievable resolution, nanorod samples with different emitter spacing could
be tested in order to check for the emitter separation that just results in an increase in localization accuracy as
shown infigure 2(A). In any case, localization accuracy is eminently suitable to analyze day-to-day performance
ofmicroscopes using the same technique, and to get an accurate fix on true localization accuracy.

Methods

Simulations
AllMonte Carlo simulations were performed inMATLAB.Wemodel the image of an emitter at position ( )x y,0 0
by assuming aGaussian PSF of the form

p
= -

- + -
( )

( ) ( )
h x y

P

s
,

2
e .

x x y y

s
2

2
0

2
0

2

2

For realistically simulating a dual emitter nanorod, we sum twoPSFs at randompositionswith the constraint
that their distance is eitherfixed ormodified by a randombias for each position.We subsequently add Poisson
noise andGaussian noise, if applicable.

Lightmicroscopy
We imaged our test specimen on two different setups. For STED,we used a Leica SP5 gated cwSTEDwith a
100x/1.4Oil objective lens. Excitationwas at 488 nm; the STED linewas 592 nm. Imagingwas performed at
100 Hz line frequency for afield of view of 512×512 pixels at 4x line averaging. One scan stepwas 20 nm. STED
laser powerwas set to 60%. Fluorescencewas gated between 1 and 6.5 ns. STORMwas performed on aZeiss
Elyra PS.1with a 100X/1.4 oil objective.We excited at 561 nmand simultaneously uncaged at 405 nm. The
exposure timewas 100 ms and camera gain set to 100.

Position estimation
The procedure for estimating the positions of emitters (for simulated aswell as experimental data) depends on
the type ofmicroscopy. For STED and our simulations, we take raw images ( )R k and perform amaximum-
likelihood-estimation byminimizing [33]

å åc u
u

= - -q
q

¹

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )

k R k R k
k

R k
2 2 ln ,

k

K

k R k

K
2

, 0

where uq ( )k is themodel function u = +q ( )k h h .1 2 The sum runs over all pixels = ¼k K1 of the image.
q = { }x y s P x y s P, , , , , , ,0

1
0
1 1 1

0
2

0
2 2 2 are the parameters to be determined. Forminimization, we useMATLAB’s

fminsearch function. STORMdatawasfirst processed using the ZEN software (Zeiss)with default settings.
Then, we selected emitter pairs inMATLAB and either performed k-means clustering to segment the
localizations into two groups for each emitter and used the centroid of each cluster as the position estimation for
the corresponding emitter, or performed least-squares fitting on themolecular density.
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Materials used forDNA-origami nanorod fabrication
Non-modified staple and the 3′AlexaFluor488-modified oligonucleotides were purchased fromBioneer. the 3′
CAGE552-modified oligonucleotides were purchased from IBAGmbH (sequences can be found in table S1).
Unless otherwise stated, all other chemicals were purchased fromSigma-Aldrich.

Design of theDNA-origami nanorod
TheDNA-nanorodwas designedwith caDNAno software (cadnano.org). Themain-body of theDNA-nanorod
is aDNA eighteen-helix-bundle with twelve oligonucleotides in both of the labeling zones, placed approximately
100 nmapart (105, 5 nm), extended at the 5′-endwith 21-base long attachement-sites forfluorescent labeling
with imaging-oligonucleotides (figure 1(A)). The strand-diagramof the structure of the nanorod (figure S1)
alongwith the sequences of the staple-oligonucleotides used (table S1) can be found in the supplement.

Folding and quality assessment of theDNA-origami nanorods
TheDNA-origami nanorodswere prepared bymixing 20 nm scaffold (p7560, derived fromM13mp18 [23]) and
100 nmof each staple oligonucleotide in a buffer containing 5 mMTris, 1 mMEDTA (pH8.5 at 20 °C), and
13 mMMgCl2. Foldingwas carried out using a PCR cycler by rapid heat denaturation at 80 °C, followed by slow
cooling from80 °C to 60 °Cover 20 min, then another cooling step from60 °C to 24 °Cover 15, 5 h. The quality
of foldedDNA-origami nanorodswere assessedwith agarose gelelectrophoresis (figure 1(B)) andTEM
(figure 1(C)).

Electronmicroscopy imaging of theDNAorigami nanorods
A3 μl aliquot of the folded nanorodswas applied on a glow-discharged, carbon-coated Formvar grid (electron
microscopy sciences), incubated for 20 s, blotted off withfilter paper, and then stainedwith 2% (w/v) aqueous
uranyl formate solution. EManalysis was performed using a FEIMorgagni 268(D)TEMat 80 kVwith nominal
magnifications of 22 000. Images were recorded digitally by using theAdvancedMicroscopy Techniques Image
Capture Engine 5.42 software.

Cryo-electronmicroscopy imaging of theDNAorigami nanorods
Cryo-specimens for electronmicroscopywere prepared usingVitrobotMk2 (FEI). A 3 μl aliquot of the folded
nanorods (in storage buffer (5 mMTris, 1 mMEDTA, 10 mMMgCl2 and pH8.5))was applied on a glow-
discharged holey-carbon grid, was incubated for 1 min at the relative humidity of 90%–100%andwas frozen in
liquid ethane after 2–3 s of blotting and 1 s of draining. Cryo-EManalysis was performed, after the gridwas
placed into aGATAN626 cryo-holder, using a FEICM200 FEGmicroscope under low-dose conditionswith
nominalmagnifications of 50 000. Imageswere recorded digitally by using the a TVIPS TemCamF214 charge-
coupled device camera.

Purification of theDNA-origami nanorods after folding
The excess of staple oligonucleotides was removed after folding using AmiconUltra 100 K spin columns
(Millipore). The samples were loaded into a pre-wetted spin column and spun at 14 000 g for 2 min at room
temperature. The sample was then dilutedwith storage buffer (5 mMTris, 1 mMEDTA, 10 mMMgCl2 and
pH8.5) and spun down again. The spinning-washing stepwas repeated 6 times before retrieval of the samples.

Labeling and purification ofDNA-origami nanorods
DNA-origami structures were labeledwith imaging-oligos containing 3′AlexaFluor488- or CAGE552-
modification for STED and STORMexperiments respectively (see table S1 for sequences). The sampledwere
prepared bymixing 10 nMofDNA-origami structure solutionwith 4-timesmolar excess of imaging-oligo
solution per attachment-site. The annealing of the imaging-oligos was then carried outwith an annealing-
programon a thermo-cycler, consisting of 1 h incubation at 37 °C, then a cooling step from37 °C to 22 °Cover
2.5 min, followed by incubation on 22 °C for 14 h,finally a cooling step from22 °C to 4 °C. TheAlexaFluor488-
labeledDNAnanostructures were purified from the excess of imaging-oligos via agarose gel-extraction using the
pellet-pestlemethod [34]. TheCAGE552-labeledDNAnanostructures were purified from the excess of
imaging-oligos via size-exclusion purificationwith Sephacryl S300HR to avoid exposure of the sample toUV-
light.

Immobilization ofDNA-origami nanorods on coverslips
TheAlexaFluor488-labeledDNA-origami samples were diluted to 35 pMwith storage buffer (5 mMTris, 1 mM
EDTA, 10 mMMgCl2 and pH8.5) containingDABCO, theCAGE552-labeledDNAnanostructures were diluted
to 35 pMwith standard storage buffer. 20 μl aliquot of the dilutedDNA-origami samplewas spotted on a glow-
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discharged, 18 mMcoverslip (VWR), incubated for 10 min in the dark at room temperature, then coverslips
werewashedwith storage buffer (5 mMTris, 1 mMEDTA, 10 mMMgCl2 and pH7.8)with orwithoutDABCO,
blotted off and inverted on amicroscopy slide (VWR).

Measurement of site-occupancy ofDNA-origami nanorods
AlexaFluor488-labeledDNA-origami nanorodswere prepared as described before. The excess of
AlexaFluor488-labeled oligoswas removed by purificationwithAmiconUltra 100 K spin columns (Millipore).
The concentration ofDNA-nanorods was determinedwithUV absorption-measurements. The concentration
of the AlexaFluor488-oligos attached to the nanorodswas determined bymeasuring the fluorescence emission
(Exc.:489 nm, Em.:519 nm) of the nanorods and converting the obtainedfluorescence-intensity values to
AlexaFluor488 concentration values with the help of a standard curve of AlexaFluor488-oligo concentration.
The average occupancy valuewas then calculated from the concentration ofDNAnanorods and the
concentration of the attachedAlexaFluor488molecules. All the before describedmeasurements were performed
with a BioTEK SynergyMxPlate-reader in triplicates (see figure S3).

Measurement of length-distribution ofDNA-origami nanorods
The sample preparation and image-acquisition ofDNA-origami nanorods using TEMwas performed as
described before. The picking and alignment of images of individual nanorods fromTEM-imageswas done by
usingXmipp 3.1 software. The lengths of the nanorodswere determined from the images of single nanorods
with a customwrittenMATLABprogramby first transforming the images using theCanny edge detection
algorithm to decrease the noise and subsequently calculating the distance between the farthermost peaks in the
pixel intensity/pixel position plot of the ROI assigned around the nanorods in the images. The length values of
the nanorodswith undetected edges weremanually discarded, and the length distribution of nanorodswas then
calculated from the remaining length values (seefigure S5).
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